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Introduction
This social value report represents the
Support Life Art Exhibition, and explores
the significance of delivering a project
relating to the importance of maintaining
good mental health. A project that
promotes the mental health and wellbeing
of all people that make up our community,
explores the tragedy and impact of suicide
through the mediums of Art, Music, Film,
Poetry and Performance and acknowledges
the social value of delivering a suicide
prevention ‘freely available to all’ public
service.
Throughout November 2019 from
Tuesday 5th until Saturday 30th Real Arts
Workshops1 (RAW) successfully delivered
the Support Life Exhibition from the Light
House Media Centre2 in Wolverhampton.
Real Arts Workshops (RAW) create highquality and innovative Art, Craft and Music
workshops to meet with the educational,
welfare and recreational needs of people
that live in the Black Country. As such, RAW
deliver public value projects, which support
in developing resilient and confident
communities that are a good place to live.
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The Support Life Exhibition was
commissioned by Dr Paul Darke, chief
executive of Outside Centre3. The said
charitable organization works with the social
model of disability. Its primary objective
is to recognize and respect the nature
of disability through the Arts, Media and
Culture while promoting the importance of
education, good health and well beingness.
Paul Darke created the highly successful
‘Wolves in Wolves’ sculpture trail which ran
from July to September 2017 as supported
by Wolverhampton City Council and
Wolverhampton’s Business Improvement
District (BID) and ‘celebrate’ a Big Lottery
funding initiative.
The purpose of the sculpture trail was
to promote public engagement with Art
and Culture while providing educational,
economic and public health benefits.
Further to the event the Wolf sculptures
generated £35,000+ at auction. The said
finance was distributed among the Mayor’s
selected charities. The ‘Support Life Wolf’
created by Alex Vann (one of RAW’s
directors) was included in the ‘Wolves in
Wolves’ sculpture trail, and continues to be
present in the grounds of Wolverhampton
University Millennium building. The said
sculpture provided inspiration when naming
the Support Life Exhibition, which is the
subject of this social value report, and is
dedicated to Alex’s close friend, the late
musician and social activist Rich McMahon.

1.. RAW is an independent Arts workshops provider in Wolverhampton. Website: www.realartsworkshops.co.uk
2. Light House Media Centre https://light-house.co.uk Supports Arts and Culture exhibitions and educational events in the
Chubb Buildings, Wolverhampton. Registered Charity Number 1146547
3. Outside Centre https://www.digital-disability.com/ works extensively with Wolverhampton’s ‘Arena Theatre’. Registered
Charity Number 1117578

The aim of RAW’s Support Life Exhibition
was to raise public awareness about the
importance of maintaining good mental
health, what it is to be suicidal and suicide
prevention services for people living in
the Black Country. The said meets with
the current National Suicide Prevention
Strategy4. The exhibition drew upon local
experience, and people who have been
affected by suicide, personally attempted or
in the people they know and care about.

Gary O’Dowd, Cllr Claire Darke, Paul Darke, Alex Vann

Brendan Hawthorne, watched by Rich McMahon

Exhibits from artists local to
Wolverhampton and the Black Country
took centre stage; including paintings,
drawings, photography, sculpture,
graphic design, prints, illustration, poetry
and film.
University of Wolverhampton alumni
were well represented in several of
the exhibits and also by Councillor
Claire Darke, currently Mayor of
Wolverhampton. Her involvement and
support throughout the exhibition
promoted civic engagement and ensured
the exhibition was recognized and
established as being of significant public
value.
As such, the Support Life Exhibition
surpassed expectations in meeting
with its aims. The exhibition had a high
public attendance and the feedback
given by participants of workshops and
members of the public benefiting from
the exhibition’s ‘free to view’ presence,
is positive. A feedback overview is given
during the ‘Context and Social Value’
section of this report.

Case showing design of the Support Life wolf

Mayor Of Wolverhampton Claire Darke with Bally Barquer and her work

4. Preventing suicide in England https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk a cross-government outcomes strategy to save lives
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Alongside the displayed art and sculptures The Support Life Art Exhibition
included live workshops and performances, which were delivered by Real Arts
Workshop directors Alex Vann and Gary O’Dowd, alongside local Arts & Music
professionals. The dates and information relating to the activities delivered are as
follows:
08 November 2019
Official Launch by the Mayor of
Wolverhampton Councillor Claire Darke.
Local actor and social activist Tonia
Daley-Campbell emceed the event.
Poet Brendan Hawthorne and musician
Alex Vann performed material specific
to the cause of suicide awareness and
prevention and explained the purposes
of the Support Life Exhibition available
to the public during the coming four
weeks.
12 November 2019
Honesty Portraits workshop delivered
by Alex Vann and Gary O’Dowd.
Members of the public designed and
painted 3D Emotion Masks, designed
to support their ability to express how
they really feel. The young local artist
Becky Lawley brought forward the
idea for ‘Honesty Portraits’ as given
from her personal understanding of the
significance of maintaining good mental
health and how sometimes people
present the appearance of good health,
when their actual experience is one of
unhappiness and despair. Both she and
her sister, aged 12 years, had their work
included in the Support Life Exhibition.

Tonia Campbell and Alex Vann

Artist Bridie Green

Young Artists at ‘Honesty Portraits’ Workshop

16 November 2019
5 ways to Wellbeing poster design
workshop delivered by Alex Vann and
Gary O’Dowd. Using the NHS initiative
‘5 ways to wellbeing’5 as a basis for
creatively expressing what we each
can do to improve our mental well
beingness.
‘Honesty Portraits’ and ‘5 Ways to Well Being’ Workshops
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5 NHS UK - 5 steps to mental well-being web url:
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/improve-mental-wellbeing/ The listed steps are; connect
with other people; be physically active; learn new skills; give to and support others; pay attention to the present moment
through practicing mindfulness

23 November 2019
‘Wolves in Wolves’ Support Life
Wolf Design Inspired by the original
‘Support Life Wolf’ designed by RAW
director Alex Vann. Members of the
public were encouraged to create
the design for a ‘Wolves in Wolves’6
sculpture with the theme of the
importance of maintaining good mental
health, suicide and suicide prevention.
27 November 2019
Support Life Exhibition Round Up
Hosted by RAW director, local artist
and musician Alex Vann. Poetry
and Music performance by Brendan
Hawthorne, Billy Spakemon and
‘The Dissenters’7. The performances
explored the impact of poor mental
health, the inability to participate
in society, the impact created by
suicide and the importance of suicide
prevention. The performances were
done in memory of the late Rich
McMahon8 ; who took his own life in
2015. Rich was a creative and admired
member of our community. Additionally
he organised public performances with
the SIFA Fireside’s vulnerable service
users.

Performers at the Performance Evening with Claire Darke

Billy Spakemon

Deirdre Maguire

Rich McMahon
Photo ©Justyna Bansal
Members of The Dissenters with John Napier and Alex Vann, perform the songs of Rich McMahon

6 Wolves in Wolves sculpture trail web url: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolves_in_Wolves The largest public art event
Wolverhampton has presented to date, ran between July-September 2017
7 The Dissenters are a group of vulnerably housed people who attend a drop in centre at SIFA Fireside in Birmingham, web
url: https//:www.sifafireside.co.uk
8 The late Rich McMahon web url: https//:www.richmcmahon.com Irish song writer and musician, originally from Coventry.
He produced socially conscious songs with themes of “identity and borders, the personal and the political” and raised public
awareness about social issues.
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Context and Social Value
In England, one person dies every two
hours as a result of suicide. National
figures determine that at least ten people
living in England attempt to end their own
lives within every two hours.
There were 6,859 suicides in the UK
and Republic of Ireland in 2018. One in
four (26%) of young people in the UK
experience suicidal thoughts; the majority
of which seek support from their peers,
health professionals and public services
while trying to stay alive and be well. The
highest rates of suicide in the UK, and
England happens among men aged 4549 years9. In the UK, suicide rates among
young people have been increasing in
recent years; the suicide rate for young
females is now at its highest rate on
record.
In terms of how this impacts upon the city
of Wolverhampton the overall (persons)
suicide rate is the same as the England
average. This said, the rate for adult
males is higher than average (e.g. 15.9 per
100,000 in Wolverhampton compared to
14.1 per 100,000 people in England). The
risk of suicide increases with ‘depression
severity’, and ‘poverty and deprivation’
also exacerbates the rate of suicide.
As such, over half of Wolverhampton’s
population represent the most deprived
20% in England, and the prevalence of
depression is higher than the national
average. Homelessness is higher in
Wolverhampton than elsewhere nationally,
which research has suggested multiplies
the risk of attempting suicide by nine.
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Further, non-heterosexual sexual orientation
people are high risk with the greatest
risk being in homosexual men due to the
discrimination that these groups may
experience. 10
According to current government
strategy, a suicide safer community
that sees people adequately supported
towards those ends requires collaborative
practice between organisations and
stakeholders. Organisations like Outside
Centre, Wolverhampton’s City Mayors
Office and Real Arts Workshops, coming
together to support and deliver public
services. Services, which actively support
the prevention of suicide, promote public
education and awareness, provide support
to those affected by suicide, and promote
the maintenance of good mental health and
wellbeing of all citizens.
When suicide strikes, the effect upon people
close to them and the wider community
is devastating. In keeping with national
suicide strategy Wolverhampton’s Support
Life Exhibition sought to involve the wider
community and individuals whose lives
have been affected by the suicide of family,
friends, neighbours or colleagues.

9 Samaritans ‘suicide statistics report’:
https://media.samaritans.org/documents/SamaritansSuicideStatsReport_2019_Dec19_compressed.pdf Latest statistics for the
UK and Republic of Ireland (Dec 2019) pg.3, pg.5
10 Wolverhampton Suicide Prevention Strategy 2016-2020
https://search3.openobjects.com/mediamanager/wolverhampton/asch/files/making_wolverhampton_a_suicide_safer_
community.pdf pg. 2, 3, 5

The Support Life Exhibition:
zz

Promoted awareness and understanding about the value and importance of
maintaining good mental health amongst the general population.

zz

Exhibited creative works to explore the impact of poor mental health, as
expressed by local people it affects most greatly.

zz

Raised awareness about the presence of public services, which actively support
people affected by suicide and compromised mental health.

zz

Ensured civic engagement through the active participation of the Mayor’s office.

zz

Explored the impact of suicide as directly experienced through the mediums of
the Creative Arts, Media and Music.

zz

Was delivered inclusively to any person, in a highly accessible location
developed specifically for the purposes of engagement with Art and cultural
activities.

zz

Raised money for the Mayor of Wolverhampton’s Charitable Fund through
sales of artwork, Support Life tattoos and by money raised from Alex Vann,
Olivia Vann and Gary O’Dowd’s involvement in Wolverhampton Marathon
sponsored events.

The Support Life Exhibition included:
zz

Creative works of Art by thirty two individual artists currently living within the Black
Country. Eight of which were works created by students from HMP Oakwood. There
were two pieces of ‘deaf art’ and the individual workshops were British Sign Language
(BSL) interpreted. Additionally, RAW directors Alex Vann and Gary O’Dowd created a
Support Life Exhibition information video in BSL with subtitles.

zz

Featured artist’s age ranged from 12 years to upwards of 50 years. The exhibition was
open to all Artists from society, it was all-inclusive and in keeping with equalities and
diversity legislation. As such the exhibition had a fair representation of ethnic groups,
gender, disability and LGBT.

zz

Members of the public were actively encouraged
to participate in the exhibition impromptu by
presenting their own art in a Creative Corner on
readily available notice boards.
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A Tree of Hope sculpture was available
for members of the public to write
‘wish-tags’ regarding their thoughts
about suicide, how suicide impacts
upon their lives, and suicide prevention
ideas. Visiting members of the public
wrote wish-tags and hung them on the
Tree of Hope sculpture throughout the
month that the exhibition was active.

Councillor Claire Darke - Mayor of Wolverhampton
2019/20 puts the first tag on the Tree Of Hope

A Signposting Area presenting
information leaflets and
posters from local and national
organisations that are involved in
delivering public services to those
affected by suicide and suicide
prevention. Relevant information
was also presented on the wall
throughout the exhibition.
Featured organisations included:
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zz

Papyrus: prevention of young suicide,
confidential support and practical
advice to young people struggling with
thoughts of suicide (and others affected
by it) through a helpline ‘HOPELineUK’.
Papyrus also provide training related to
suicide prevention and actively support
suicide prevention projects.
https://papyrus-uk.org/hopelineuk/

zz

The Kaleidoscope Plus Group: works to
promote and support positive health and
wellbeing. Kaleidoscope provides suicide
bereavement support services to people
living in the Black Country.
www.kaleidoscopeplus.org.uk

zz

Samaritans: is a volunteer led suicide prevention
service that provides a free telephone helpline
to offer ‘listening and support’ to people
and communities in times of need and crisis.
Samaritans seek to prevent crisis. Every six
seconds in every 24 hours, Samaritans answer
a call for help from someone in need of support
from another person. Samaritans gives people
ways to cope and, through their volunteer
schemes, supports in developing the skills to
be there for others. The Samaritans office in
Wolverhampton is 54, Newhampton Rd West.
www.samaritans.org or email
jo@samaritans.org

zz

Childline: is a freely available, private and
confidential service which enables young people
opportunity to talk about their worries and fears.
It encourages children and young people to reach
out via telephone or the internet whenever they
feel they need help and provides 1-2-1 counsellor
online chat support.
www.childline.org.uk

zz

The Campaign Against Living Miserably
(CALM): provide suicide prevention frontline and
bereavement support services. It includes a free
and confidential helpline and webchat support.
www.thecalmzone.net

zz

The Deaf Health Charity SignHealth: help deaf
BSL people of all ages and backgrounds, which
have varying health needs. SignHealth actively
campaign on behalf of deaf/blind and people with
usher-syndrome.
www.signhealth.org.uk

zz

Deaf 4 Deaf Counselling and Psychotherapy:
D4D is a team of deaf mental health counsellors
and therapists. It supports the mental health
of deaf people that are in personal difficulty,
including those who experience suicidal
tendencies or are in need of bereavement
counselling.
www.deaf4deaf.com

zz

Zebra Access: provides support and services
in Wolverhampton to ensure all deaf and hardof-hearing people enjoy equal participation in
society without communication barriers.
www.zebra-access.com
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Members of the public attending the Light
House Media Centre for other purposes
(e.g. the cinema, café, public meetings)
during the month of November found the
Support Life Exhibition fully inclusive and
accessible to them.
All members of the public were invited via
word of mouth, social media and ongoing
RAW workshops to exhibit their own
Artistic effort on the theme of suicide and
suicide prevention.
To inform and encourage public
attendance, news about the Support
Life Exhibition, Workshops and Public
Performances were advertised on
Eventbrite on a dedicated Facebook
page11; the Real Arts Workshops website
(which includes a Support Life Blog12); an
Express and Star newspaper article, the
‘Milk Bar’ podcast and WCR 101.8 Chris
Allen’s Sunday radio show. Additionally,
the exhibition events were recorded on
video and are available for viewing on
Real Arts Workshops YouTube channel13.

Support Life Exhibition FaceBook page

Scan the QR Code to
visit the Support Life
Facebook page

Event organisers know of at least one
person who was significantly affected
due to visiting the exhibition; viewing the
Art and information relating to suicide
encouraged her to seek professional
help to alleviate her own feelings of
depression and suicidal thoughts.

The social impact the exhibition created
can be gauged through the seventy
completed tags on the ‘Tree of Hope’,
and thirty-four Feedback Statements
members of the public were invited to
leave in an exhibition comments book.
Public statements are included later in this
report. An unrelated ‘City Voices’ poetry
and music event happened in the gallery
space during the exhibition and thirty-five
audience members were interested in the
work.

Express and Star

When the exhibition ended, 40% of the
finance accrued from the sale of any
artwork went to the Mayor’s charities.
Additionally, Ben Vann designed some
‘Support Life Tattoos’, 50% of the
proceeds accrued were also donated to
the Mayor’s charities.

Jason Forrest’s interview with Alex and Gary was broadcast on the ‘Milk
Bar’ podcast FaceBook page with in-vision BSL interpretation

11 Support Life Exhibition Facebook Page, web url: www.facebook.com/SupportLifeExhibition/ the page includes pictures,
videos, radio program, news article,
12 Support Life Blog (Jan 2020) https://www.realartsworkshops.co.uk/blog--news/archives/01-2020
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13 Real Arts Workshops YouTube Channel, web url: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmuIArtxp_fjuz5x-Msuh_A
live performances from the Support Life Exhibition include: ‘Beauty All Around’, ‘Making Notes’, ‘You Shine On’ (Jan 2020)

‘INFO GRAPHIC’
The following Info-Graphic illustrates what the ‘Support Life Exhibition’
represents in terms of public value and social policy:
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Examples of Direct Feedback 1
A ‘Comments Book’ was available for all people attending the Support Life Exhibition.
The following represents some of the feedback people gave relating to their
experience of viewing the exhibits and attending the Art Workshops and Music
Performances.

“Remembering those that took the step.
And those we supported to step away and embrace life.”
Adult Male

12

13

14
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Examples of Direct Feedback
TREE OF HOPE
The following represents the statements
visiting members of the public made
related to ‘Suicide Awareness and
Prevention’; their thoughts and advice.

“Have Faith, in You”
“Always stay positive”
“Dreams always come true”
“Love everyone, not just yourself”
“Be kind to yourself. Always smile”
“There is always someone near. Never
think you have to be alone. Take a brave
step and say, ‘I need help”

“I (like you) am gifted with LIFE, TALENT
and GOODNESS… may society change in
support of our expression of the good”
“I hope everyone finds Peace and their
turning point in life”
“Always remember, you are somebody
else’s world”“We have days when we
are triggers, and others when we are
everyone. That’s OK… that’s fine… that’s
me. Deal with it” xxx

“My wish is for more support in mental
health instead of just being forgotten
about on a very long waiting list! Also for
Doctors to understand that tablets do not
cure mental health disorders”

“I wish for a time when we can all
understand each other, and value what we
have”

“Things will be alright in the end. If they’re
not alright, it probably isn’t the end”

“My wish is for everyone to be allowed the
freedom to be who they truly are…”

“My wish is for us all to have a deserved
peace of mind, with love to all”

“Don’t stop believing”
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“Let’s all work together to help each other
through hard times. Love is all we need”

“My wish is ‘Equality for All”
“All the world is a stage. Be yourself”
“My wish is for everyone to be listened
to by someone”
“My wish, as Chair of Wolverhampton’s
‘Suicide Prevention Forum’ is that my
home city is the first in the UK to see
zero suicides. One life taken, is one
too many. If you are struggling… YOU
MATTER. We judge ourselves far more
harshly than we would anyone else. BE
KIND TO YOURSELF”
“This exhibition makes me think about
feeling happy and being positive”

“Listen with your eyes”
“Tell everyone who you are”
“My wish, is for World Peace”
“END AUSTERITY, provide hope”
“Stop and think before you judge
someone”

“I hope for a world where self-healing
is the norm. A world where we are free
to speak our truth and feel safe doing
so”

“Things will get better, it just takes time”

“You are Powerful, Beautiful, Brilliant
and Brave! Be your beautiful self. Give
Peace and Love a chance. Spread the
word… Peace, Love and Harmony to
all”

“Sometimes we all need another adult for
the burden”

“I wish for a low level community
response where everyone has a
safety plan. Anyone can experience
distressing thoughts that their life is
not worth living. Survivors with stories
of hope tell us that these thoughts
pass! We all need a plan to keep
ourselves safe until they do”
“LOVE YOU! Let Peace be in
everyone’s ‘Heart’, and help one
another along the way”

“I wish everyone would fine meaningful
human relationships”

“LET PEACE BE… GOD IS WITH YOU”
“You are never alone! Peace! Smile and
nice each other forever”
“I wish for us to be remembered for what
we have done. Kindness and Empathy”
“I hope that I wake up one day without
feeling anxious for no reason. Love, Peace
and Prosperity”

“Don’t be afraid. Please ask for
counselling. Be positive”
“Don’t let anyone ever put you down.
You are amazing no matter what!”
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“You are never alone, and you are
always worthy of love”
“There is always light at the end of the
tunnel… LOOK FOR IT!”
“I pray for the bullies to STOP. They are
sad jealous people, I forgive them”
“You can’t go back and change the
beginning, but you can start where you
are and change the ending”
“We are all what is… what was… what
was never, and will be”
“He knows… He loves… He cares. When
he gives Peace, the storm must cease. I
know my Saviour cares”
“BE-YOU-TIFUL”

“YOU MATTER”

“Have Faith and Hope”

“Keep on, keeping on”
“ONE LOVE… never stop loving”
“Always remember, you are
somebody else’s world”
“I hope people are able to see, before
it’s too late”
“I hope for a better future, with Deaf
Support, crafts and games”
“Smile and be nice to each other…
there is no place for nasty”
“You are always someone’s reason
for living. Believe in ‘it gets better’
because life is precious” xx
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Conclusion
The aim of Support Life Exhibition was to raise public awareness about the importance
of maintaining good mental health, what it is to be suicidal and suicide prevention
services for people living in the Black Country.
The said aims meet with the current National Suicide Prevention Strategy. The
exhibition drew upon local experience and people who have been affected by suicide,
personally attempted or in the people they know and care about.

The Support Life Exhibition:
zz Promoted awareness and understanding about the value and importance of
maintaining good mental health amongst the general population
zz Exhibited high quality creative works to explore the impact of poor mental health, as
expressed by local people it affects most greatly
zz Raised awareness about the presence of public services, which actively support
people affected by suicide and compromised mental health
zz Ensured civic engagement through the active participation of the Mayor’s office
zz Explored the impact of suicide as directly experienced through the mediums of the
Creative Arts, Media and Music
zz Raised funds for the Mayor Of Wolverhampton Charitable Fund
zz Was delivered inclusively to any person, in a highly accessible location developed
specifically for the purposes of engagement with Art and cultural activities

Thanks are extended to all individuals who attended and exhibited at Support Life
Exhibition, workshops and public performances throughout the month of November
2019.
Real Arts Workshops Directors Alex Vann and Gary O’Dowd appreciate those which
make up the community of Wolverhampton, it’s artists, musicians, poets, film makers
and mental health professionals, Wolverhampton City Council’s Mayor’s office and
Outside Centre for all of their support and encouragement throughout the exhibition;
we could not have achieved anything without you.

Going forward may the people affected by suicide
receive the support and consideration they need to
ensure their ability to continue living a meaningful life.
A life filled with love and light, surrounded by good
people in a positive and thriving community for all.
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Appendix 1

List of Artists and Exhibits

De-constructed Rainbow
Anthony Bleu

Face Me
Ben Pinnock

HMP Oakwood
Despite All This
Bridie Green

El Bridge
Bridie Green

Body of Thought
Bridie Green

The Bad Jar
Bridie Green
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Various artists

Pain

Untitled I

Becky Lawley

Tariq Evans

Underwater

Untitled II

Becky Lawley

Tariq Evans

The Unknown

Struggle

Becky Lawley

Ewan Johnston

Letting Hope In

Sketchbook

Mia Lawley

Clare Wassermann

Living with Major Depressive Disorder 2000-

Behind Every Smile
Deirdre Maguire

Supporting Fathers
Clare Wassermann
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Semi-colon tattoo
project
Robin Firth

Marilyn and James
Alex Vann

Dark Matter
Vicky Flint

Blue Rain, Black
Thoughts
Melanie Powell

Support Life (prints)
Alex Vann

A Darker Day and
Night Abyss and Flickers
and Bursts of Brightness
and Light

Now You See It
Bridie Green

Melanie Powell

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCed9gAtAMokyqyj1hFbVufQ/videos

Link to Arun Kapur’s YouTube Channel. Arun
has made a series of short films on the theme
of mental health called ‘Time to Talk’
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Survivor
Bally Barquer

Hello (BSL)

A Call for Help

Gary O’Dowd

Jason Fullwood

It’s OK not to be OK
Kellie Powell

Tattoo offer poster
Ben Vann

Wolverhampton Hope Walk

2 Deaf Walk - fund-raiser

The work of RAW with local community
groups, including Honesty Portraits with a
HeadStart cohort
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Appendix 2

List of Speakers and Performers
throughout project duration

Brendan Hawthorne: poet and performer
Billy Spakemon: poet and performer
Deirdre Maguire: talking about the story behind her photography piece : in BSL, with
interpreter voicing over
Band “The Dissenters” playing songs written by the late Rich McMahon
John Napier: musician and Teaching Assistant at a Birmingham school
Louise Kilbride: musician and SIFA FireSide Fundraising Director
Alex Vann: Musician and creative director
Billy Spakemon Black Country Poet:
‘Without A Trace’ Poetry based upon his daughter Gem who took her own life due
feelings of worthlessness.
‘Big Words’ which came about after a workshop he led at Halas Homes, a centre for
people with learning disabilities
Brendan Hawthorne’s pieces are also deeply personal. Brendan has suffered with
his own mental Health issues. Some of which he feels were brought about as a
consequence of taking medication to meet his therapeutic mental health needs.

Song Lyrics; performed by the friends of Rich McMahon
zz 

“Inbetweenland” written by Rich McMahon

zz 

“Beauty All Around” written by Rich McMahon

zz 

“Beyond Borders” written by Rich McMahon

zz 

“You Shine On” written by Alex Vann, in memory of Rich McMahon

zz 

“Silver Linings” written by The Dissenters

zz 

“Dissenters” written by Rich McMahon

zz 

“Wild Rover” Traditional, adapted and performed by John Napier
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Appendix 3

Song Lyrics and Poems

Beauty All Around written by Rich McMahon
Midnight and down comes the rain
I’d walk the Earth just to see you once again
Candle burns, and the eye it is drawn
Toward the dark stain it leaves upon the wall
But the night – it will pass
And the sun it will rise up from the ground
And you’ll see, there is beauty all around
Outside, there’s a cold bitter breeze
And all the branches are shaking in the trees
Fire burns , flames flickering ghosts
All around me, no pity for their host
But the night, it will pass
And the sun it will rise up from the ground
And you’ll see, there is beauty all around
See the sun rising – see it coming over the hill
We are together – and the Earth is peaceful and still
See the sun rising – see it towering over our heads
We are together – and everything is beautiful
It is beautiful
And the night – it will pass
And the sun it will rise up from the ground
And we’ll see there is beauty – all around

Scan the QR Code to
watch

Watch the video of the performance of this song:
https://youtu.be/53e_Lf6y0Fo
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INBETWEENLAND Written by Rich McMahon
I was born in England
Red and White with just the merest shade of green
As a child I took the night boat
And woke up to a vivid change of scene
From ‘Land of Hope and Glory’ to ‘Amhran na BhFiann’
I’m neither one thing or the other - But something in between
Ivan he’s from Portadown
He swears his allegiance to the Queen
Each summer marches with his friends
Down the road towards Drumcree
His speech is laced with emerald - But his world is tangerine
He’s neither one thing or the other - But something in between
Klara lives in Dublin
Her mother’s name it is Maureen
Her daddy’s name is Nikolai
He works nights at the hospital Canteen
There’s a lots like her at school - She’s not unusual you see
Being neither one thing nor the other - But something in between
Tommy he’s from Drogheda, Says he hates every English man he sees
He’s lost his faith in politics
The struggle’s not yet over till we’re free
While he’s been working down in London
Back home things have changed in ways he’d not believe
They’re neither one thing or the other - But something in between

Well I don’t know where we’re headed
Who can blame us, how could we have foreseen?
The world is getting smaller
The old Rod Of Iron has turned to Plasticine
And We’ve only got the future
We can’t go back to who we’ve been
We’re neither one thing or the other
But something in between

Scan the QR Code to
watch

Watch the video of the performance of this song:
https://youtu.be/98EYDKkAYQo
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Scan the QR Code to
watch

Watch the video of the performance of this song:
https://youtu.be/yFpi7ihQZQk
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You Shine On written by Alex Vann 2015 - for Rich McMahon
VERSE
Your vivid heart:
Shone brighter than the rest
Your great big smile:
Hid the pain the best
PRE CHORUS
I hope you find your home and I hope you find some peace
I hope you find your home and I hope you find release
CHORUS
Your light is still burning strong
Your heart it goes shining on:
Shining on, Shining on,
You Shine On,
You Shine On
VERSE
We fragile things - Life: delicate and brief
But you made your mark - And you brought out the best in me
PRE CHORUS
I hope you find your home and I hope you find some peace
I hope you find your home and I hope you find release
CHORUS
Same as above
BRIDGE
Nobody knows what goes – when the crowds have all gone
Nobody feels what you can feel
But you went Inbetweenland, Beyond the Borders of man
And now your Lost and Found is Here
PRE CHORUS rpt TWICE then
You Shine On
You Shine On
You Shine On
You Shine On

Scan the QR Code to
watch
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Watch the video of the performance of this song:
https://youtu.be/sJELbuvrqgo

SILVER LININGS original song by The Dissenters group
Intro C x 4
C
Dm
See the leaves a-falling down,
C
Am
Storm clouds gathering around,
Dm
Em Am
Sometimes I can’t see the sun a-shining,
Dm
Em
G
Please don’t worry there’s a silver lining.
C
Dm
And with troubles all around,
C
Am
Keep your feet upon the ground,
Dm
Em
Am
Keep your faith in me and all your friends,
Dm
Em
G
Please don’t think that has to be the end
C
C7
Dm
G
C
Am
Please don’t give up, sometimes it’s tough,
Dm
G
C
C7
These days will pass, someday soon,
Dm
G C
Am
In time you’ll find, your peace of mind,
Dm
G
C
C7
These days will pass, someday soon.
C
Dm
Life can sometimes be a fight [solo line]
C
Am
And it’s hard to see the light [solo line]
Dm
Em Am
Just remember there’s a brighter future [solo line]
Dm
Em G
Inspiration comes from living nature [All]
C
Dm
My lamp’s a light to guide your feet, [solo line]
C
Am
A way to make your life complete [solo line]
Dm
Em
Am
Life’s like silver that requires refining [solo line]
Dm
Em
G
Please don’t worry there’s a silver lining [All]
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Dissenters written by Rich McMahon, performed by ‘The Dissenters’ group
VERSE 1
Go call all your friends
If you got any friends
Go call all your friends
To – Day, To – Day
VERSE 2
You just got to be glad
For all that you once had
You just got to be glad
For the time has come
For the time has come

CHORUS
You say - there’s dissenters among you
Keeping you d – o – w - n
1.
You can hear them all say: ‘The end’s on its way’
2.
Take all their possessions, drive them out of town (G/C/D x4 times)
3.
Would u throw them in the water and watch them go down? , watch them do
down? (G/C/D x4 times)
VERSE 3
It’s time to collect, all that u say u deserve
It’s time to collect your thoughts my friend, Your thoughts my friend
CHORUS
VERSE 4
Could you forgive - those don’t see things your way?
Could you forgive – yourself my friend? Yourself my friend?
CHORUS
Could you forgive - Could you forgive - Could you forgive yourself?
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WILD ROVER alternative words & performed by John Napier
When I was a young man I heard in a bar,
A man play an old song on his cheap guitar,
Though he played it quite badly he still got applause,
But it seemed like a cheap trick so to myself I swore,
I said “no nay never, no nay never at all
Will I play the Wild Rover, no never at all”
So with youthful conviction I stuck to my cause,
Never gave in to pressure, never sought cheap applause,
But because of my morals I was oft overlooked,
And the bands who had none were the ones who were booked
“Still there’s no nay never, no nay never at all,
Will I play the Wild Rover, no never at all”
As the years slowly passed by and it became clear,
That all chance of success had at last disappeared,
And promoters suggested a cover or two,
So I played the Wild Rover what else could I do?
I sang “No nay never, no never no more”
Yes I sang the Wild Rover in spite of it all
Now I’ve played thousands of gigs and nothing has changed,
I still play the Wild Rover again and again,
Though I’ve lost all perspective, oh what’s it all for?
At least in death I won’t hear that damn song anymore
I say no nay never, no nay never no more,
Will I play the Wild Rover, no never no more…
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Scan the QR Code to
watch

Watch the video of the performance of this poem:
https://youtu.be/TIryKxGwjM0
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Excuse His State Of Mind by Brendan Hawthorne
It’s a pity he isn’t a smoker
He’d have been seen sooner
Given help to quell the
Dark fountains of self-loathing that
Rise up from the deep wells
Of a mind-poisoned heart
He has his off days
Says he feels useless
Tossed aside like last night’s take away
Excuse his state of mind
He reckons he’s a flavour from the past
Too complex
And deemed too sour to be palatable
Too volatile to digest
Too cynical to enjoy
Too unpredictable to be a safe bet at a party
He’s a self-obsessed embarrassment to some
Quaintly odd to others
Excuse his state of mind
His thoughts are like razor wires
Ready to slash a blue sky grey
Into mood emerging canopies
that fragment the stilled reflections
refracted in summertime lagoons
crazing the sun’s distorted face
into sharply contrasting
segments of expression
Excuse his state of mind
He is seen as erosion
Eros defiled
Broken down
Washed up and forgotten
So close to creation
So far from happy
Left sitting in a place where shadows
no longer see themselves
in the absence of light
Excuse his state of mind
Fears prowl the perimeter of his sanity
Rabid dogs of conscience are
unleashed with no bounds
They reactively bare their teeth to change
Ready to hunt down the faintest glimpse of a smile
Tear it apart and feast on it until
there is no meat left on the bone
They should have excused his state of mind
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Sleepwalking by Brendan Hawthorne 2019
How many times have a I kissed you
Whilst you sleep
Softly as a summer’s breeze
That caresses your lips
As they silently hold the secrets
That I know you keep
How many times have I held you
Whilst you sleep
Gently as if you were finest porcelain
That would simply crumble
Under the pressure of time’s fingers
As they slowly creep
How many times have I said sorry
Whilst you sleep
Whispered in case I awoke you
From the dreams that engage you
And how I wished it could be different
Can you hear me weep?
How many times have I left you
Whilst you sleep
Deserted you through the onslaught
Of my own rampaging fears
And wished that if you could hold me
We could change the harvest we both now reap
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Wi-out a Trace by Billy Spakemon (this is in Black Country Dialect)
Lips do lie/ years pass by
but the achin’ it do’ change
This i’ll do, i’ll gee ter yo
‘Er story lost... wiout a trace
Tiny signs , we wus blind
‘er tellin’ wor ‘er’d do
we loffed , we scoffed , we med it wus
‘er wuthlessness it grew
Wiout a trace wiout a trace
be gone wiout a trace
The voices sed inside ‘er yed
They do want yo’ around
Drowned in fear the bottle near
A lonely deafnin sound

The clink on glass would mek it pass
‘er toasted till passed out
‘er’d stepped across, the fault it wus
not ‘er’s . It’s yo’ !’erd shout
wiout a trace wiout a trace
Be gone wiout a trace
all the lies the jealousy grew layered in ‘er yed
‘er believed the voices not what anybody said
nobody believed ‘er until reckonin’ day , it’s time the voices asked and ‘er just
slipped away
No words spoke, er’d played ‘er joker
mebby some’ow ‘er’d fun peace
Wiout a trace so many feel
on this world ‘ave no place
Wiout a trace, wiout a trace
gone... is it fate?
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Big Words by Billy Spakemon
Shadows on your shoulders
They pull and they push
Damping, heightening emotions
Big Words
Goals become unreachable
A cocktail that explodes
Skirting round the edges of
Big Words
How do you tell them?
When they don’t feel the same
How can they understand
The trapdoors
And the little things that mean so much?
Simmer in your head.
Breath becomes acidic
Legs collapse in tremors
Light leaves a darkness
Warnings
Big Words
How.....
A constant ever changing battle
Be Calm, Be slow, be confident
Are these words big enough to win?
So you live on eggshells
Tread across broken pavements
Listening for signals
Whispering
Big Words
Chinks in the armour
Piercing panic blade
Suddenly no control
Shout out
Big Words
ANXIETY! DEPRESSION!
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‘Never Rains But’ by Wolverhampton Poet Laureate Emma Purshouse.

Thank you for reading.
You can contact Alex Vann and Gary O’Dowd at Real Arts Workshops
Tel: 07762 213885
E-mail: RealArtsWorkshops@gmail.com
Website: www.RealArtsWorkshops.co.uk

